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RESPONSE OF UNlTED STATES POSTAL.SERVlCE WITNESS KlNGSLEY
TO INtl$Rfj~AT~dl~S’G~
VAL-P~K’DIl3~tjT ,@RKETINti SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK dEALltR& &?iSOC., AND CAROL WRIGHT PRO’MOTIONS, INC.

This question pertains to ECR Saturation mailings with
detached address labels (“DALs”).
VPCWIUSPS-TlO-1

a. Must DALs have a postnet barcode?
~b. If not, does the Postal Service ever run DALs through Optical Character
Reader (“OCR”) equipment to add a posfnet barcode? If so, under what
circumstances?
c. When the mailing is to a rural route area where letter mail routinely is
prepared on Dellvery Point Sequencing (“DPS”) equipment,
(i) Are there any areas or circumstances where the DALs would be
sorted on DPS equipment?
(ii) Would the DALs be sorted on DPS equipment if the mail were
entered at the DBMC or the DSCF?
(iii) If the mail were entered at the DDU, are there any areas or
circumstances where the DALs would be transported back to the plant and
sorted on DPS equipment?
d. When the mailing is to a city delivery route area where letter mail
routinely is prepared on Delivery Point Sequencing (YDPS”) equipment,
(i) Are there any areas or circumstances where the DALs would be
sorted on DPS equipment?
(ii) Would the DALs be sorted on DPS equipment if the mail were
entered at the DBMC or the DSCF?
(iii) If the mail were entered at the DDU, are there any areas or
circumstances where the DALs would be transported back to the plant
and sorted on DPS equipment?
e. At all. DDUs where DALs are not presorted on DPS equipment, do
carriers always case the DALs, or do circumstances exist where a carrier
would take the both DALs (uncased) and the mail which goes with the
DALs directly to the carrier’s vehicle?
f. Please describe alt in-office procedures used for DALs that are not
presorted with letter mait, compare the procedures for handling DALs
versus those for handling satu’ration~enveloped letter mail (e.g., to the
same addresses as the DALs), and indicate which is easier and less costly
for the Postal Service to process and deliver.
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RESPONSE OF UNITEO STATES POSTAL SE,RVlCE WITNESS KINGSLEY
~T~~~NT~R~~~AToRIEs’~:F vAL-PAK DIRECT ~RKET~N~ SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK DEALERS’ ASSOC., ANO CAfiOL WRIGHT PpOMOTlONS, INC.

Response:
a. No.

b. I am not aware of any instances when DALs are run through an OCR to add a
PostNET barcode nor would it be advantageous to do so. If the DALs are
mixed in the DPS letters, the carrier will not know how many DALs he has in
DPS to know how many matching pieces to take. The carrier may also not
know to take any matching pieces at all that day before going out on the
street since he may not see any DALs until on the street.
c. + d. (i>(iii) I am not aware of any circumstances when DALs would be sorted
on DPS equipment regardless of where the mail is entered. As above, it
would not be operationally advantageous to put the DALs in with the DPS
letters.
e. Yes, with the exception of on a mounted route. See my response to
N/W/USPS-TIO-16.
f. See NAA/USPS-TIO-14 and NW/USPS-TlO-17b

for the handling of DALs in

the office. The handling of ECR letters is described in my testimony on page
25. I have not studied the relative costs of these mail streams, given the
many variables involved, and am unable to indicate which is easier and less
costly for the Postal Service to process and deliver.

RESPONSE OF UNtTED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS KINGSLEY
TO INTERROGATORtES,,GFVAL:PAK DIRECT MARKETING SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK dEALERS ASSOC., AND CAROL WRIGHT PRCMOTIONS, INC.
VPCWIUSPS-110-2 When carriers deliver a DAL mailing, do they put both the
detached address label and the mailpiece in the addressee’s mail receptacle, or
do they put only the mailpiece in the receptacle? If the Postal Service has no
standard operating procedure, please indicate what you believe to be the
prevailing practice.

Both the detached address label and the mailpiece are delivered to the
addressee’s mail receptacle.

RESPQNSE OF UNlTED STATES POSTAL SERVICE, WITNESS KINGSLEY
0~ V&&AK
~~REcT,&~RKET~NG SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK DEALERS’ ASSOC., AND CAROL WRIGHT PROMOTIONS, INC.

To~~~TERRGGAT~RIES

VP-CWIUSPS-TIO-3
Assume that a carrier receives two ECR saturation
mailings for delivery, for example, on Tuesday.

(a) Would the carrier case one mailing,and take the other as a third bundle, or
would the carrier take one as a third bundle and defer the other until the next
delivery day7 Which would be most likely to occur?
(b) If one of the two saturation mailings were DAL, and the other were an
enveloped addressed.mailpiece, would the carrier be most likely to case the
addressed envelope mailpieces or the DALs?
Response:

(a) See my responses to NM/USPS-TIO-14

and NAA/USPS-TlO-17.

(b) See my response to NMUSPS-TlO-17.

Note that on a mounted route, both

could be taken to the street without casing. In a DPS environment, ECR
letters, if they are automation compatible, most likely would be sent to the
plant for DPS processing and the DALs would be cased by the carrier in the
office. If the ECR saturation letters are not run on DPS, then both the letters
and the DALs will be cased by the carrier in of&e.

F#SPONSE OF UNITED STATES PGSTA.LSERVIC~EWtTNESS KINGSLEY
ta flPIERROGATORlES dF VAtPAK blt?iCt h?ARKEilNG SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK DEALERS’ ASSOC., AND CAROL WRIGHT PRGMOTIONS, INC.
V~PCWIUSPS=T104 Is it operationally easier for the Postal Service to process
and,deliver (i) ECR saturation mail that is enveloped and has a preprinted
postnet barcode, or (ii) ECR saturation mail that has a DAL and is ‘loose.” or
folded and not enveloped?

It depends on the shape and characteristics of the piece. I am told that it is
operationally easier to process and deliver an ECR saturation letter mailing that
is enveloped and has a preprinted PostNET barcode. That is why DALs are not
allowed for ECR saturation letters. However, in the case of flats, it is generally
easier to case the DAL than the flat.
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RESPONSE OF UNlTEP STATES POSTA& SERVICE WITNESS KINGSLEY
TO lN?ERRQGA@IklES OF VAL-PAK QiRECT, MARKETING SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK~bEALERS’ASSOC.,
AND CAROL WRIGHT PROMOTIONS, INC.

Please describe and compare the processing of(i) ECR
saturation letter mail with a postnet barcode with (ii) ECR saturation flat mail (no
barcode) both (a) in the current mail processing environment and (b) in the future
“automated” flats environment when the Postal Service has the ability to DPS flat
mail.
VP-CWIUSPS-TZO$

Response:
0)

If the letter is machinable and the zone is a DPS zone, then an ECR
saturation letter mailing with a PostNET barcode may be sorted to DPS
with other barcoded letters which often requires being sent back to the
plant. The letter may also be sorted manually by the carrier into delivery
sequence in the carrier case depending on the machinability of the piece
and if it is destined for a DPS route.

(ii)

a) See my responses to NAAIUSPS-TlO-14 and NAAAJSPS-TlO-16.
b) See page 18 in my testimony.

~RESPPNSE DF UNITE!3 STATES POSTAL SERVlCE WITNESS KINGSLEY
TO INTERROGATDRIES OFVAL-PAK @RECT MAR&ETlNQ SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK DEALERS’ ASSO&, AND CAROL WRi6m PROMOTIONS, INC.
VP-CWIUSPS-TlO-6
a. When a carrier receives an ECR saturation DAL mailing, does the carrier
count the number of detached labels and then count the number of mailpieces
needed to make complete delivery?

b. If not, how does the carrier make certain that the number of mailpieces equals
or exceeds the number of detached labels?
C. What happens if the carrier has fewer mailpieces than DALs (i.e., the carrier

runs out,~ofmailpieces before completing the route)? For example, does the
carrier return to the office with the.remaining DALs and, assuming that the
oftice still has suftlcient mailpieces, complete delivery the following day?
d. What happens if the carrier takes on the route more mailpieces than DALs
(i.e., upon rzompleting the route, the carrier has some mailpieces left over)? Does
the carrier return the extra mailpieces to the office, or are they discarded?
Response:
a. No. The carrier does not count the number of detached address labels nor the

number of mailpieces needed to make delivery.
b. The carrier is required to take enough mailpieces to cover the mailing. He will
determine what is enough from either:
- the counts on the routing slips for each bundle
- previous experience
- will just take them all
c. If the carrier has fewer mailpieces than DAL% the DALs are brought back to
the office for next day delivery wlth mailpieces.
d. If the carrrier takes out more mailpieces than are needed for delivery with
DALs. then the extra mailpieces are returned to the office. See the Domestic
Mail Manual, section AO60.4. for the disposition of any excess.

.

RFSPONSE OF.UNITEQ, STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS KINGSLEY
T0 II’jTERC(6G~T0RlES. OF VAL-PAK PIRECT MAeKptUJG SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK D~~ALER* ASSOC.. AND CAROL WRIGHT PROMOTIONS, INC.

When the Postal Service receives an ECR saturation DAL
mailing where the mailpiece is folded and loose (i.e., un-tabbed), has dimensions
of 5.75 inches by 10.5 inches, and weighs 3.0 ounces, does such mail pay the
letter rate or the flat rate?

,vP-CW/USPS-TIO-7

Response:

Letters cannot be mailed with DALs, so pieces must qualify as and pay the flat
rate to be eligible. In this case, I would assume the thickness exceeds % inches
to qualify as a flat.

,.R&PONSE DF UNITED STAT,ES POSTAL ~Ef+!I$E WITNESS KINGSLEY
TO, lNfERRO,(3A’tQRlES~OF VAL?Av DtwCt h@RKEflNt) SYSTEMS, INC., VALPAK’DEALEtiS’ ASSCk, AN’D CAtiOL WRtGHT~Pk6MOTIONS, INC.
VP-CVVIUSPS-T10-3

a. Please explain the acceptance and verification procedures for ECR
saturation DAL mailings.
b. Does the acceptance clerk count both the DALs and the mailpieces, or
just the DALs?
c. If the number of mailpieces exceeds the DALs, is the rate based on the
number of DALs or the number of mailpieces?
Response:
a. Please refer to the response for UPS/USPS-TlO-15 b - c. The referenced

verification procedures and certain reference cards attached to that response
also apply to ECR saturation DAL mailings. Additional acceptance and
verification procedures unique to DALs are listed in DMM AO60.
b. The clerk verifies the counts of both the DALs and the accompanying items.
c. In accordance with DMM A060.5.2, if the number of DALs and items is not
identical, the number of pieces used to determine the postage is the greater
of the two.

DECLARATION

I. Linda Kingsley, declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing answers are
true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief.
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CERTIFJCATE OF SERVJCE
I hereby certii that I have this day served the foregolng document upon all
participants of record in this proceeding in accordance with section 12 of the Rules of
Practice.

Susan M. Duchek
475 L’Enfant Plaza West, S.W.
Wgshington, D.C. 20260-l 137
(202) 266-2990 Fax -5402
March 30, ‘2000
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